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I. Cyberdrama

ffiyherdrama
Janet Murray, who coined the term cyberdrama, uses it to discuss a new t)?e of storytelling -

and a new type of story - that she sees emerging as the computer becomes an expressive
me&um. Cyberdrama appears to tell the story of our lives now much as the novel emerged to
teii the story of a previous culture and time. As Murray writes, the term emphasizes as well
"the enactment of t}re story in the particular fictionai space of the computer." Inevitably the
term also turns our attention toward t}ose ("dramatic") new media artifacts that resemble
theater, cinema, or television - as we were similarly directed by tl-re tide of Murray's seminal
Hamlet on the Holodeck (7997).

Murray's Hamlet followed Brenda Laurel's Computers asTheatre, which had, six years earlier,
made dramatic experience a central topic of discussion in the new media community. Laurel's
book was itself picking up themes from her 1986 Ph.D thesis, which focused on forms of
interactive, fust person, computer-enabled storytelling. In both works Laurel offered
Aristotelian dramatic experience as the model toward which designers of interactive computer
experiences should aspire.

It is generally agreed that cyberdrama must give human participants an experience of
agency. Usually this has meant that the participant's actions have an appropriate and
understandable impact on the world tl're computer presents to them (though t}e term is given
a somewhat &fferent spin by Ken Perlin in his essay included here). Other goals defined by
Murray indude immersion and transformation.To achieve these goals through a combination of
experience design, computer graphics, and artificial intelligence - especially in a form
reminiscent of interactive Shakespearian tragedy - has become a sort of "holy grai" for
cyberdrama.

There are profound difficulties in achieving these goals, but the three authors presented here
continue to work actively on t}re design and development of cyberdramatic experiences. They
persevere, perhaps, because they and many ot}ers believe tlat a large number of new me&a's
most successftrl creations (Zork, Myst, Everquest, The Sims) indine toward cyberdrama. Perhaps
also because cyberdrama exists as a powerful force of imagination (on- or off-board the
Enterpise) even if it has not yet been fully realized.

The essayists in this section are theorist-practitioners of cyberdrama, and each addresses a
major question for cyberdramatists (also a primary theme of this volume): Is there a game-
story? Many in the new media field see cyberdrama as an attempt to marry the structures of
games and stories - and many of cyberdrama's harshest critiques come from those who
believe this to be impossible. The first essay here is from Murray herself, who postulates that
the'game-story" question is fundamentally misformulated Ken Pedin follows, who finds
engaging characters to be the element missing from even the most successfirl game-story
examples to date. Finally, Michael Mateas offers what may be the "unified field theory" of
L^urei's and Murrays work; giving a definition of neo fuistotelian interactive &ama, as well as
describing the project he and Andrew Stern are creating through its guidance - a project that
may allow them finally to take hold of cyber&ama's grail.



From Game-Story to
Cyberdrama
Janet Murray
Is there a game-story? I think this is the wrong
question, tho"gh an inevitable one for this moment.

In our discussion here, garne-sfory means the story-
rich new gaming formats t-hat are proliferating in
digital formats: the hero-&iven video game, t}re
atmospheric first person shooter, the genre-focused
role-playing game, the character-focused simulation. AII
of t}ese are certainly more storylike than, say, checkers.
But, as Celia Pearce has pointed out, not more storylike
trhan chess or Monopoly. Games are always stories, even
abstract games such as che&ers or Tetis, which are
about winning and losing, casting the player as the
opponent-battling or environment-battling hero

But why are we particularly drawn to discussion of
digital games in terms of story? And why is so much
storytelling going on in electronic games? First of all,
the digital medrum is well-suited to gaming because it is
procedural (generating behavior based on rules) and
participatory (ailowing the player as well as creator
move t}ings around). This makes for a lot of gaming.
Secondly, it is a medium that indudes still images,
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moving images, text, audio, three-djmensional.
navigable space - more of the building blod<s of

storytelling than any single medium has ever offered
us. So gamemakers can indude more of t-hese elements
in the game world

Furthermore, games and stories have in common two
important structures, and so resemble one another
whenever they emphasize these structures. The first
structure is the contest, the meeting of opponents in

pursuit of mutuaily exdusive aims. This is a stmcture
of human experience, of course, from parenting to
courtship to war, and as a cognitive structure it may
have evolved as a survival mechanism in the original
struggle of predator and prey in the primeval world
Games take this form, enacting this core experience;
stories dramatize and narrate this experience. Most
stories and most games indude some element of the
contest between protagonist and antagonist.

The second structure is the puzzle, which can also be
seen as a contest between the reader/player and the
aut-hor/game-designer. In a puzzle story the chalienge
is to the mind, and the pacing is often one of open-
ended rearranging rather than turn-based moves.
Mystery stories are puzzles, and are often evaluated as
games in terms of how challenging and fairly
constructed they are. In fact, it makes as much sense to
talkabout the puzzle-contest (Scrabble) as it does to

Response by Bryan Loyalt
In her essay, Janet Murray paints a compelling
landscape of the varied forms of cyberdrama and
presents criteria for their creation. Especially
interesting to me is t}re replay story, and its ability to
draw attention to the ramifications of t}re stream of
choices each of us takes for granted each day.

One property of Murrays tlree main examples is
tlat the participant is consciously aware of the story
and actively manipulating it. These forms give
powerful ways to tell new types of stories, but for me,
one of the joys of a story is when I forget about it being
a story. I am simply there, The experience is dense and
powerfr:I, and I like the characters, or hate the
characters, or am disturbed by them.

I would like to extend Murray's iandscape with

anot-her form t}rat has this property, and, following her
lea4 then suggest criteria to guide its creation.

The form I would like to add is one that combines
the high interactivity and immersion of many
computer games with the strong story and characters
of traditional linear stories. Viewers can enter a
simulated world with rich interactive characters, be
substantially free to continuously do whatever they
want, and yet still experience the powerfirl &amatic
story t}rat the author intended My colleagues and I at
Zoesis Studios and the Carnegie Mellon Oz Project call
this form interactive drama, andwe have been workinq
to create it since the late 1980s.

Some have argued that this combination is
impossible. As Murray points out, there are those who
say that games and stories are opposed and what
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talk about the story-game. Most stories and most
garnes, electronic or othentrise, include some contest
elements and some puzzle elements. So perhaps the
question shouid be, is there a story-game? Which
comes first, tlre story or the game? For me, it is always
the story that comes first, because storytelling is a core
human activity, one we take into every medium of
expression, from the oral-formulaic to the digital
multimedia.

Stories and games are also botJ'l distanced ftom the
real world, aithough they often indude activities that
are done "for real" in otl-rer domains. The stock market,
for example is a betting game, but real world resources
are exchanged and people's out-of-game or out-of-
trading-floor lives are profoundly changed by events
taking place there. Baseball, on the other hand, is run as
a business and has economic and emotional impact on
the lives of t}e players and observers, but t}re hits-and-
misses on the field are in tJremselves only game moves.
Similar$ a dramatization of a murder may be
problematic in many ways to a community, but it does
not direcdy resu-lt in anyone's death. A story is also
different from a report ofan event, though we are
increasingly aware of how much about an event is
invented or constructed by the teller, even when the
intention is to be purely factual. Stories and games are
like one another in their insularity fiom the real world,

I. Cyberdrama

t}te world of verifiable events and surviva-l-related
consequences.

In a postmodern world, however, everyday experience
has come to seem increasingly gamelike, and we are
aware of tl-re constructed nature of all our narratives.
The ordinary categories of experience, such as parent,
child lover, employer, or friend, have come to be
described as "roles" and are readily deconstructed into
their culturally invented components. Therefore the
union of game and story is a vibrant space, open to
exploration by hryh and low culture, and in sustained
and incidental engagements by all of us as we negotiate
the shifting social arrangements of t}e global
community and the shifting scientific understandings
of our inner landscape. The human brain, the map of
the earth, the protocols of human relationships, are all
elements in an improvised collective story-game, an
aggregation of overlapping, conflicting, constandy
morphing structures t}at make up the mles by which
we act and interpret our experiences.

We need a new medium to express this story, to
practice playr.g this new game, and we have found it in
the computer. The digital medium is the appropriate
locus for enacting and exploring t}e contests and
puzzles of the new global community and the
postmodern inner Me. As I argued tn Hamlet on the
Holodeck:The Future of Nanative in Cyberspace (7997),

makes a good story makes a bad game and yice versa.
Yet, we and others working to create interactive drama
think this combination is possible. As evidence for our
position let me describe a working implementation.
(An interesting side note pointed out by this
implementation is that interactive &ama does not
require computers to exist.)

Imagine collecting an acthg company whose sole job
is to a.llow a single person to participate in an
interactive drama. The actors each have a role to play,
and tlre aut-hor writes a story that places the
participant directly in the center of the action. The
director is able to communicate privately to the actors
through radio headsets. The director's lob t to watch
the flow of action, particularly what tle participant
does as the central character, and give &rection to tle

actors to subdy gurde t}e flow of activity toward the
author's story.

Interactive dramas such as this have been created.
One of best-documented versions gave the participant
the experience of witnessing the evolution of a
mugging, having the power to stop it, and facing tie
continually arising questions of how to react in such a
situation as it unfoids (Kelso, Weyhrauch, and Bates
1s9s).

One obvious problem with this implementation,
though, is that not everyone can afford tleir own
de&cated acting troupe. The main advantage that
computers give us, once we learn how to make
simulated interactive characters and interactive
&rectors for specific stories, is the abilky to distribute
interactive &amas widely, and t1-rereby encourage their
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Janet Murray

we can see a new kind of storytelling emerging to
match the need for expressing our life in tl-re twenry-
first century The first signs of this new storytelling are
in the linear media, which seem to be outgrowing the
strictures of the novel and morrie in the same way that
we might imagine a painting outgrowing the fiame and
morphing into a three-dimensional sculpture. Stories
like Borges' "The Garden of Forking Paths" (1962) and
films Iike GroundhogDay (1993) are harbingers of the
emerging new story form. The term "story,game" is
similar to t}le term "photoplay" that was used of early
movies, as if the new format were merely the addition
of photography to t}eater. We need a different term
and a different take on the emerging form, one that
recognizes it as moving beyond the additive into a
shape unique to its medium. Neal Stephenson, in his
science fiction novel Tfte Diamond Age (1995), proposes
the term "'ractive," which is a contraction of
"interactive." ln Hamlet on the Holodeck,l reluctandy
coined the term cyberdrama, emphasizing t}-re
enactment of the story in the particular fictional space
of tlre computer. Espen Aarset} (1997) uses the term
"ergodic literature," which he defines as open, dynamic
texts where the reader must perform specific actions to
generate a literary sequence, which may vary for every
reading." Some such term is needed to mark t-he change
we are experiencing, the invention of a new genre
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altogether, which is narrative in shape and that indudes
elements we associate with games.

The forms of cyberdrama that I described in Hamlet
on the Holodecft have proliferated since the book was
published in 1"997 . Role-playing games have blossomed
into a new genre, t]'re Massively Multlplayer Online
Role-Playing Game, startin gvnth Ukima Online (1997),
reaching a usership of over 400,000 withEverquest
(1999), and perhaps reaching over a million with Srar
Wars Galaxies, which as of tiis writing is planned for
release in the summer of 2}13.lnteractive characrers
have also become wildly popular, starting with the
'i'amagotchi, 

which came out in the United States at t}e
same time as my book, and moving to the current most
popular game in digital form, Will Wright's imaginative
The Sims (2000), which is like a novel-generating
system. If there is to be a Charles Dickens or Charlotte
Bronte of the digital medium, then Will Wright is surely
one of his or her key antecedents. In The Sims, Wright
has created a multivariant world of rich events and
complex character interactions that is open to endless
exploration and extension . The Sims embodies an
ambivalent vision of consumerism and suburban life
inside a structure that seems simply to celebrate it. It
engages players in building up households in a fictional
world that has its own momentum and generates its
own plot events. Duplicitous neighbors and morbid

creation. (Computers also allow for a wider range of
worlds and characters, but this is secondary to the
practical enablement of the form in the first place.)

We believe widely distributable interactive drama will
become a reality, and as it does it will be important to
find criteria to guide the work of creators. I would like
to describe some of the criteria we have used while
trying to create interactive drama, focusing on criteria
that illuminate relations to tra&tional games and
stones.

Murray suggests agency as a criterion for all forms of
cyber&ama, and it is central to effective interactive
dramas as well. It is a core part of the freedom I
mentioned earlier - and, like game designers, we focus
our interactive dramas on t]-re participant's constraints
and options to help enable agency.

Another important property for interactive &ama
that comes from its definition is one Murray mentions
in her book: immersion. Two related criteria apply to
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clowns come to visit and destroy t}re happiness of the many ways. The story of The Sims is the collective story
household. The time clock pushes relendessly forward, of all its many instantiations, and users share their
with every day a workday, wit} carpools to meet and events in comic strip 

'albums" - screenshots with
chores to do for those at home. The world of The Sims captions that narraie the events of the simulated world.
has its own moral physics: education leads to job
success; a bigger house means more friends; too many
possessions lead to exhausting labor; neglect of a pet
can lead to the death of a child The losses in The Sims
are oddly poignant, with neighbors joining in the
prolonged and repeated mourning process. Looking

They also trade characters and will soon be able to send
their characters on dates together. It is a simulation, a
story world, opening the possibility of a David
Copperfield or Middlemarch or War and Peace emerging
some day, built around ot-her compelling experiences of
the global community: not just consumerism in the

back one hundred years from now,The Sims may be suburbs, but survival 5guggles among the underclass of
seen as the breaktlrough text of cyberdrama, just as the industrialized nations or postcolonial or ethnically
Don Qu*ote (1605) was for the novel or The Great Train diuided countries.
Robbery (1905) was for the movies. Another community of practice that has grown since

The Sims offers strong evidence t}at a new genre tide 1997 is in the domain of interactive video. As television
is needed and it persuades me tlat "ryberdrama" is and computing converge, there are increasing
probably the best one currently proposed- The Sims is experiments in interactive storytelling, including
neither game nor story. It is a simulation world driven several prototypes sponsored by the Corporation for
by a new knd of synthetic actor, an actor authored by PubLic Broadcasting, or emerging fto- the Hollywood-
Will Wright, but also (in the case of the protagonists) based Enhanced TV Workshop of t}re American Film
instantiated by the interactor who sets the parameters Institute (which has convened yearly since 1998), or
of the character's personaLity. The actions of the world ftom the Habitat program of the Canadian Film Centre.
are also a collaborative improvisation, partly generated Of course, our assumptions about the hardware for
by the author's coding and pardy triggered by the delivering interactive video have also changed
actions the interactor takes within the mechanical significantly since 1997, and the situation is far from
world. It is a kind of Rube Goldberg machine in which a resolved. In spring 2001 there were fewer t-han five
whimsical but compelling ch"in of events can move in million homes in the United States wit} set top Doxes,

the characters. For immersion to take place, tl're lris. Otto and Iris treat you as an equal, as one of them.
characters in the world need to seem real to the Even though you are special in the iense that the whole
participant. This means that they need to be believable experience is for you as the participant, tle characters
enough that the participant cares about tlem (whether
that caring is Liking tlem, hating them or being ,. tl
disturbed by them). Further, we have found that they
need to be real enough that the participant respects
them. If  the part icipant feels that she can do whatever !",.--."- l ;-.-. , .  I  . , ,11!, l l l l ! l ] ] ]r ]lliitlr4f,rl
she wants to the characters (as thoryh t}ey are t
be played with), then tre stakes of the experieJ"]il' 

'' 
l ' .'r.: g 

m" 
=r.--.ffi,iil"ffi'-fi

f*t*?tthecharacterstoseemarvea,eboth Ii .:, ffi*g$ W' "Ii,l
ourmostrecentsystem,ottoAndlr is 'orn, isan i j ,  '  ry i{ '  . ; . : . , ,  ' : " i : ; . r i t i ; , '11

'  : , - -  i r \ ' - .  'attempt to create a world that has these properties (see '&ffit- , ;' ' :l.ili:r, ''i

f i g , , , " , 1 . r e s p o n s e . 1 _ 4 ) . I t i s a p l a y f t : J , p " . . . . h " t o n . q w { ' :
can enter to play games with two characters, Otto and 1. response.2. 0ttoAndl i s. co m. (Toesis)

.  . ' :  , i



contributed dialog suggestions and voted on branching teaching a single undergraduate/graduate course in
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but as many as sixty million homes in which the
television and the computer were in the same room.

Ford Motor Company sponsored a set of interactive
commercia-ls in Spring 2000 in which viewers

choices for a four-episode story broadcast live within a
single hour of prime-time network television. In the
first episode a couple (chosen from among several
possible characters over the internet) leave on a blind
date for the surprising destination of the laundromat.
The audience is invited to submit a flirtatious remark
by which the nerdy male can retrieve the situation.
Suggestions poured in over the internet and were

use his last quarter to buy his date a trinket from a
vending machine or to pay t}e parking meter. East
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more tian one way.
Since Hamlet on the Holodecl< came out Ive also moved

personally: from MIT (where I was directing projects
aimed at educational uses of the digital medium and

interactive narrative), to Georgia Tech, where I now
direct the Information Design and Technology Program
(lDT). IDT is the oldest humanities-based graduate
program in interactive design in the world - although
it is still only ten years old - and welcomes around
twenty graduate students a year. Here we are beginning
to see a community of practice arise among the
students, including considerable work in new

based gaming in particular, which is usually
accomplished by saving the game state at regular

scanned on tl-re set during the 15-minute interval storytelling genres. One of tle most promising aspects
before the next episode aired A witticism about "static of this practice, which I have been actively encouraging,
cling" was selected and cre&ted to a viewer. Audiences is a subgenre I have begun to think of as the replay story.
were then asked to guess the number of &rty shirts in Replay is an aspect of gaming, one of the most
the trunk, and later to choose whetler the hero should pleasurable and characteristic structures of computer-

coast audiences paid the parking meter and west coast intervals ftefore and after each major decision point in
audiences opted for the more romantic plotline. The the game "script"). In a procedural world, t}re interactor
directing of t}re story by the audience in real time on a is scripted by the environment as well as acting upon it
mass stage is similar in its way to tie sharing of stories In a game, the object can be to master the script, to
fromThe Sims. It offers us a public stage for remotely perform the right actions in the right order. (This is
controlled actors in structured situations. Most of all, it a,lso an aspect of harbinger storytelling - as rn
offers us the sense of a world in which tlings can go GroundhogDay or Back to the Future or Run Lola Run, in

have their own egos. For example, if you spend too long letting hlm play, he will mope, and stop trying to play
ignoring Iris, Iris will lose interest in you and leave. with you. If you want him to play again, you will have
Similarly, if you are repeatedly mean to Otto by not to wait for his sadness to subside, t y to .h..r him up,

1. response.3. )ttoAn dlri s. com. (Toesis) 1.response.4. 1ttoAndli s. com. (Zoesis)
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whid'r the protagonist inexplicably gets the chance of a
"do-over" in t}re rea.l world) But it also can reflect our
sense of t}re multiple possibilities of a single moment,
the "pullulating" moment, as Borges called it, in which
all the quantum possibilities of the world are present. A
replay story world allows the interactor to experience
all the possibilities of a moment, without privileging
any one of tiem as the single choice.

One successful version of such a replay story is Sarah
Cooper's RelivingLast Nrghf, initially created as a
masters project for the IDT program in spring 2001. In
Cooper's interactive video, a woman wakes up confused
about who is in bed wit} her. The rest of the story is a
flashback of an evening in which an acquaintance
comes over for a study date and an almost-ex-boyfriend
shows up hoping to reconcile. The interactor can trace
the events of the evening, changing three parameters:
what she wears, what beverage she serves, what music
she chooses. Ali of the outcomes reflect the
personalities and previous experiences of the
characters, and taken as a whole they present a fuller
understan&ng of who they are individually and of the
intriguingly rich space of possibilities witlin a
seemingly simple encounter. The story works because
of tle careful segmentation of the drama into parallel
moments, and the well-ftamed navigation, which allows
the interactor to change only one parameter at a time.1

I. Cyberdrama

We could caJI RelivingLast Night agame-story or a
story-game, because it contains elements of gaming. We

could call it "new media," which is an increasingly

popular term, although both words are problematic:
"new" because it is too vague and ephemera-I, and
"media'because the computer is a single new medium.
Or we could call it "ergodic" or 

'ractive 
or cyberdrama.

The important thing, to my mind is to encourage it.
The computer is the most powerfi.rl pattern-making

medium we have available to us, and it indudes the
legacy patterns of "old" media, but it is not merely

or try to coax him into playing again.
Informal reactions from participants suggest that

such strong egos add to, rather t}an detract from,
participants' feeling of immersion and belief in the life
of the characters. In an early version of the system, kids
testing it drew pictures afterwards of Otto as a
"crybaby," and kept talking about the time he refused to
sing. The refusal was a bug that caused part of Otto's
mind to completely freeze. We thought the bug had
ruined the test, but to the kids it showed Otto's strong
will and made him seem more alive.

Another criterion we have found important for
interactive dramas is that they have compressed
intensity. It is important t}lat the story move at a
reasonable pace and never get stu&. This is at odds
witl many games based on solving puzzles. If the

participant can get stuck, tlren the story doesn't
progress, and the compressed intensity tlat is a
hallmark of many traditional stories suffers.

Compressed intensity can be achieved by sharing the
advancement of the story between the participant and
the world In a prototype interactive &ama system, Tfre

1.response.5. The Penguin lt/ho Vlouldn't Swim. (Zoesis)
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Figures 1.sidebar,2 - 1.sidebar.3. Thinking about nondigita[
overlap cases, in multiple directions, may be a particutarl.5
fruitfuI activity.

limited to these patterns. It is not merely "new" media
or "multimedia" or story,game or game-story. It is
redefining the boundaries of storytelling and
gameplayurg in its own way.

FIRSTPHRSShI

Just as there is no reason to think of mystery novels
or role-playing games as merely versions of chess, tiere
is no reason to think of the new forms of story telling
as extensions of filmmaking or board games, tl'rough
they may include elements of all of these. Storytelling
and gaming have always been overlapping experiences
and will continue to be so. Human experience demands
every modality of narration that we can bring to it. The
stories we tell reflect and determine how we think
about ourselves and one another. A new medium of
expression allows us to tell stories we cou-ld not tell
before, to retell the age-old stories in new ways, to
imagine ourselves as creatures of a parameterized world
of muJtiple possibilities, to understand ourselves as
authors of rule systems which drive behavior and shape
our possibilities.

The computer is a medium in which the puzzle and
the game, the instantiated artifact and tle performed
ritual, botl exist (see sidebar). It has its own
affordances, whlch I describe in chapter 3 of Hamlet on
the Holodeck.The computer is proceiural. participatory
encyclopedic, and spatial. This means it can embody
rules and execute them; it allows us to manipulate its
objects; it can contain more information in more forms
than any previous medium; and it can create a world
that we can navigate and even inhabit as well as
observe. All of these characteristics are appealing for

penguin who is trapped on a chunl< of ice with two The participant is always free to do as she wishes in t}e
other penguins, drifting out to a dangerous sea (see situation. To adjust the pacing, tlere is a dramatic
figures 1.response.5-7). One of the penguins wants to guidance system tlat continuously estimates the

1.response.6. The Penguin Who Wouldn't Swim. (Zoesis) 1.response.7. The Penguin Who Wouldn't Swim. (Zoesis)
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Figure 1.sidebar.5. We can aLjo think of the game/storyaxis as a
ptayer focusr/ptot focus axis.

Figure 1.sidebar.6. But what if we take a.step bdck; dnd recdnsider
the notion that game and story represent.two directions of an
axis? An interesting territory may open.

Figure l.sidebar.4. When we get to the digitat medium, we find a. medium that can accommodate the features of aLt these
,nondigitat exqmptes.

gaming; all of tl'rese characteristics are appealing for
storytelling. Gaming and storytelling have always
overlapped They are both being expanded at this
moment as authors take advantage of these new
affordances, and they have increased opportunities to
develop in their areas ofoverlap. But there is no reason
to limit the resulting form to the dichotomies between
story and game, which are more rigidly established in
legacy media. We can think instead of matters of
degree. A story has greater emphasis on plot; a game
has greater emphasis on the actions of t}re plavlr. tsut
where the player is a-lso the protagonist or the'god of
t}e story world, then player action and plot event begin
to merge. The task before us, to my mind, is not ro

participant's subjective feeling of pacing. If that pacing
is good, the system does nothing, leaving,p"." io, thl
participants actions. When the subjective pacing is bad,
the system acts to advance or slow down tie storv as
appropriate, using the characters and other active
elements. (As this is going on, the dramatic guidance
system is also acting to guide the flow of events toward
the author's story.)

All of these criteria are related to those of traditiona_l
stories and games, yet many are different in important
ways needed for interactive drama. Murray urges us to
not be limited by the &chotomy between,torl, 

"r,dgames, but ratler to recombine and reinvent therr
primitive elements. In working to build these systems
we have found that this is not just useful, but necessary.
Interactive drama allows us to tell stbries that we

couldn't tell before. It combines strengths and elements
of stories and games, and is both 

".,d 
yut neither. If we

are to reach the potential of expression that it offers,
we must work direcdy in the new medium to explore,
experiment and build.
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enforce legacy genre boundaries, but to enhance
practice within this new medium.

The question that most often arises, in one form or
anotl-rer, in "new media" practice, is how do we tell a
good one from a bad one? How do we make it better if
we don't know what it is? Too often, the criteria of
divergent discipLines or genres are set against one
another. We hear, for example, that games and stories
are opposed and what makes a good story makes a bad
game and vice versa.

But the more useful question is, how do we make a
better cyberdrama? One criterion that I have found
useful is the concept of dramatic agency. Agency is the
term I use to distinguish t}re pleasure of interactivity,
which arises from the two properties of t}re procedural
and the participatory. When the world responds
expressively and coherendy to our engagement with it,
then we experience agency. Agency requires that we
script the interactor as well as the world, so that we
know how to engage the world, and so that we build up
the appropriate expectations. We can experience agency
in using a word processing program, when our direct
manipulation of the text makes it appropriately change
to italics or boldface, for example. In an interactive
story world, the experience of agency can be intensified
by dramatic effect. If changing what a character is
wearing makes for a change in mood within the scene,
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if navigating to a &fferent point of view reveals a
startling change in physical or emotional perspective,
then we experience dramatic agency. Dramatic agency
can arise from a losing game move, as when we wind up
imprisoned at t}e end of Myst.lt is the fittingness of
the result to the action taken that makes it satisfying.

Critique of t}'le game-story or story-game or ergodic,
'ractive-cyberdrama 

will be most useful when it helps us
to identify what works, especially what works in new
ways. A new genre grows from a community of practice
elaborating expressive conventions. I would argue that
we stop trfing to assimilate t}le new artifacts to the old
categories of print- or cinema-based story and board- or
player-based game. We should instead think of the
characteristics of stories and games and how these
separable characteristics are being recombined and
reinvented within the astonishingly plastic world of
cyberspace.

From Espen Aarseth's 0ntine Response
That the problematic, largely unreplayable, story-game
hybrid will dominate the future of digital
entertainment seems no more likely than a future with
only one kind of sport. While there might be a future
for narrative and new forms of storytelling in this
cornucopia of new digital and cultural formats, the
largest potential seems to be in new types of games,
forms that blend the social and t}re aesthetic in
creative ways and on an unprecedented scale. As a new
generation of gamers grows up, the word "game" will
no longer be as tainted as it is today. Then
euphemisms such as "story-puzzles" and "interactors"

will no longer be necessary. Games will be games and
gamers will be gamers. Storytelling, on the other hand,

still seems eminently suited to sequential formats such
as books, films, and e-mails, and might not be in need
of structural rejuvenation after all. If it ain't broke, why
trx rta

http://www. etectronicboo kreview.com/thread/fi rstperson/aarseth r1

Murray Responds
In the end, it does not matter what we call such new
artifacts as The Sims, Fagade, or "Kabul Kaboom":
dolihouses, stories, cyberdramas, participatory dramas,
interactive cartoons, or even games. The important
thing is that we keep producing them.

http://www. electro nicbookreview. com/th read/fi rstperson/m urrayr2



Cyberdrama 'MUffay Loyatt Aarseth
Fertin wright Vesna
MateaS Laurel Frasca

Note
1. Parameters can, however, be changed at any t ime - and the
parameter choice controts are atways exposed on the interface of
Reliving Last Night. As Noah Wardrip-Fruin points out, this attows
for continuat "at-wiit" switches between alternate versions durinu
the flow of the story. This is different from most game replay, in-
which seeing another version requires restoring to a previous game
state and then making new choices from that point forward. 0nty
by recording several ptay-throughs of different game options and
running these recordings in paratlet coutd the continuaL, in-f[ow
comparisons of Reliving Last Night be achieved.
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